
MARS Executive Committee Meeting                

Tuesday, January 18, 2005 

Boston, Hynes Convention Center Room 304, 8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. 

MINUTES 

Present: 

Executive Committee Members: Doris Ann Sweet, Chair; Mary Pagliaro Popp, Vice-Chair; George 
Porter, Past Chair; Lesley Bell, Linda Keiter, Alesia McManus, Rosemary Meszaros, Pat Riesenman 

Committee and Task Force Chairs, Representatives and Planning Committee Members:  William 
McHugh, Van Houlson, Becki Whitaker, Natalie McDonough, Mary Mintz, Becki Whitaker 

Guests: Amy Tracv Wells, Dianne Zabel – RUSA Board 

Introductions: Chair, Doris Ann Sweet called the meeting to order at 8:00 a.m. Doris Ann advised that 
MARS Executive Committee will be meeting with Reference Services Section (RSS) at 9:30 a.m. to 
discuss common issues and overlap between the two sections. Doris Ann and Maira Liriano, Chair of 
RSS, met and decided it would be proactive for the two groups to get together and discuss our roles. The 
evolving roles of MARS and RSS is on the agenda at the RUSA Board meeting this afternoon. The RUSA 
Strategic Plan for 2005 as approved by the RUSA Board yesterday.  The only change was one 
recommended by Doris Ann, to make the section in the strategic plan on equity of access stronger. 

MARS Committee Reports 

1. Membership Report – Becki Whitaker 

Becki reported that the MARS block of time for booth is Saturday, 1-5 and that Outreach is organizing. At 
the Annual Conference, a short video entitled “Why RUSA is Good to me”, will be shown at the 
Presidents Program. RUSA ambassadors are going to visit reference classes in library schools.  A script 
is being prepared.  The goal is to get library students to join RUSA.  Support staff will be targeted later.  
The script will contain a section on MARS.  Executive committee members were asked to send Becki any 
wording on role of MARS. Becki advised that she is leaving the committee and that  Mary Popp needs to 
make a new appointment. 

2. Planning – Bill McHugh 

Bill reported that Planning approved MARS draft goals for 2005-2006. Mary Popp will send out the 
revised goals to executive Committee members. Other Planning activities include the MARS Handbook 
revision.  The Committee reviewed work that has been 

done on this over the past few years and hope to have a draft ready by the end of March.  The Committee 
wants to know how Executive Committee wants to review the draft. The most current revision is posted on 
a website at Northwestern University.  Bill will send out the URL. Bill suggested that all members of 
Planning be on the MARS ExComm list. Doris Ann thanked Bill for the Committee’s hard work on this. 

3. MARS Representative to RUSA Professional Development–Natalie McDonough 



The Committee reviewed the Reference Interview course done by  Dave Tyckoson and thought it was a 
very good course. BRASS is looking at Business 101 as a possible course. It was also suggested that 
existing courses be turned intoa road shows for conferences. Doris Ann asked Natalie to send a summary 
of the discussion to MARS Executive Committee. Lesley mentioned the Ontario Library Association’s 
Education 

Institute, which offers online courses and webcasts on reference topics. 

4. Public Libraries Committee – Rosemary Meszaros 

Rosemary followed up on Monday’s Executive Committee discussion on whether Public Libraries  
would hold a discussion forum in Chicago: “Paper or Plastic”, and a follow up program in 2006 at the 
Annual Conference in New Orleans. The Committee was given tentative approval for the discussion    
forum.  They need to send an electronic version of the proposal for the 2006 program to Executive 
Committee. 

5.  MARS 2005 Chair’s Program – Rosemary Meszaros 

 Rosemary also reported on the  2005 Chair’s Program.  The topic is: Electronic Reference: What Are Our 
Users Telling Us?” There have been a number of studies done on this topic. The Committee has tentative 
list of speakers. 

Mary Popp noted that there are four MARS program proposals for 2006 and they will have to be 
prioritized.  We could also look at co-sponsorship or possibly a preconference. 

6.  2006 Program Committee – Mary Mintz 

The title of the program is “The Autonomous User” and the working title is: ”Finding Common Ground with 
Google: Satisfying the Virtual User”.  The Committee has discussed possibly having someone from 
Google as a speaker. The program will focus on the users and what they are doing.  There was 
discussion about videotaping the session and having it transferred to DVD. The Committee wants some 
strong library speakers for the program.  They have developed a list of questions for the speakers. Eg.   
What objectives do libraries and Google have in common? 

7. Products and Services Committee – Van Houlson 

Products and Services conducted their discussion forum on Sunday: “Newspapers in the 

Digital Age”. There were over 50 attendees.  Four venders did presentations. The Committee thought that 
the session could have been more interactive. There were not a lot of questions from the audience. 
Feedback from Executive Committee members who attended the session was very positive. Summaries 
of the discussion and the PowerPoint presentations will be on the Products and Services website. 

At the Products & Services regular meeting there was a question about where to publicize a discussion 
forum. Libref and DigRef were suggested. Member of Executive Committee suggested ideas for posting 
information on programs on web sites: ask colleagues who subscribe; join the listserv; contact the 
moderator of the listserv; Martians to Martians transmissions; post to MARS Executive and specify where 
it is already going.   

A program entitled: “ The Future of Digital Newspapers” was  suggested by John Cronin of the Boston 
Herald.  It was suggested that his could be a program for CODES. 

First Joint MARS/RSS Meeting – 9:30 a.m. 



1. Introductions 

Members of MARS and RSS Executive Committees introduced themselves. 

2. Discussion of common issues: 

MARS and RSS 2005 & 2006 Programs: 

Doris Ann gave an overview of possible MARS programs for Chicago, 2005 

& 2006.   RSS is starting up a new discussion group: the Reference Services in Public Libraries 
Discussion Group. They may be able to do the  forum “Paper or Plastic” forum in Chicago jointly with 
MARS  Public Libraries. MARS is doing a program in 2006 on evaluation of the Information Commons.  
Other MARS future programs are:” Websites as a Reference Too”l and the 2006 Chairs Program. 

RSS will be doing a program in 2006 on the connection between reference services and marketing.  The 
Virtual Reference Committee is a joint MARS/RSS committee. 

Joe Thompson is the co-chair from RSS and Jana Ronan is the co-chair from MARS.  There is lots of 
interest in membership.  They will be holding a joint discussion forum in Chicago. 

Maira Liriano, Chair of RSS, explained that the last few years had been focused on restructuring from 
MOUSS to the new section – RSS:  There are a number of new  committees in RSS: Virtual Reference; 
Education and Professional Development for Reference; Marketing and Public Relations for Reference;  
User Education and Literacy. 

New Discussion Groups in RSS are: Hot topics in Reference; Reference Service in Public Libraries; 
Ethical & Legal Issues in Reference. 

There is also a joint preconference for 2005: “Reinvented Reference”. 

MARS and RSS Goals: 

Doris Ann suggested sharing of goals between the two sections. MARS has just developed a new set of 
goals for 2006. RUSA Board will discuss the roles of RSS & MARS this afternoon. 

Remarks by Gwen Arthur – President of RUSA: 

Gwen Arthur made some remarks about the new section and emphasized that RSS speaks to front-line 
reference librarians and that the online component is an integral part of reference. RSS includes online 
but that is not its main focus.  The electronic focus is in MARS. RSS is focusing on generalist librarians – 
an inclusive approach. RSS focuses also on user services, adult service. The section needs to be 
promoted this way. Gwen noted that RUSA is looking at having more venues for publication – eg. 
electronic, moving RUSQ to the web and giving public librarians a place to publish.  Gwen asked the 
group to think of ways to promote RSS. 

The joint meeting adjourned after general discussion between the two groups. 

Continuation of MARS Executive Committee Meeting: 

RUSA Planning and Finance Committee – Mary Popp 



Mary reported that there is a recommendation from RUSA Executive for an increase in dues of $5 for 
students , $15 for personal members and $30 for institutions. There had not been a dues increase in 8 
years. This has to be voted on by the entire RUSA membership.  ALA may raise dues next year also.  It 
was proposed that RUSA dues be increased incrementally over 3 years. The question came up of how to 
explain to members what they will be receiving for their dues           increase. The people who vote tend to 
be the active members of sections.  If approved by the RUSA Executive, it will be on the ballot this spring. 

Dianne Zabel from RUSA Board and Amy Tracy Wells joined the discussion. Amy explained that RUSA’s 
budget has a large endowment portion.  It is invested and can’t be touched.  The interest is used for 
RUSA program expenses. The reserve can be drawn upon. Amy said  that RUSA needs to be able to 
communicate the reason for dues increase to members. Publishing occasional papers may be a way to 
increase revenue. 

Becki Whitaker suggested that program planning kits should include a permission slip for the speaker to 
publish their presentation.  Programs used to be taped  and this is not being done any more. Van Houlson 
mentioned that             BRASS is publishing an occasional paper.  Alesia McManus asked if there is any 
discussion about vendors advertising on the website to incur revenue? 

There was a straw vote in dues increase, with the majority for the increase and three members against it. 

There was a straw vote on how to implement the dues increase: 

 lump sum – 1 

 Incremental – $5 per year - everyone else 

Wrap Up: 

 Doris Ann asked Executive Committee to read the ALA 2010 document and respond. 

 The deadline is January 31
st
.  Becki raised  the possibility of MARS establishing a MARS award 

for a newer member – Spirit Award.  We already have “My Favourite Martian”. 

 There is an editorial position open in RUSA for reviewing of electronic resources. 

Meeting adjourned – 11:00 a.m. 

Minutes submitted by Lesley Bell, MARS Secretary, June 22, 2005  

 


